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LEARNING & 
EVALUATION 

SITUATION  

TITLE 
Establishing informed interpretations via collaborative 
discussion – What can you expect from To Kill a Mockingbird? 

DURATION 1 Class Period (10:25 ~ 11:45, 80 Minutes)  

TEXT(S) To Kill a Mockingbird – Harper Lee 

MATERIALS 

Laptop & Projector 
PowerPoint Presentation 
6 Envelopes – 2 quotations each 
Interview transcript – 24 copies 
Homework Handout – 24 copies  

 

SUBJECT AREA English Language Arts 

LEVEL 
Secondary      
Cycle One 

  Year 1 (Gr. 7) 

  Year 2 (Gr. 8) 

Secondary      
Cycle Two 

  Year 1 (Gr. 9) 

  Year 2 (Gr. 10) 

  Year 3 (Gr. 11) 
 

PROGRAM CONTENT 

Collaborative Talk Groups: Constructing Knowledge of How Things are Done 

– Meaning Making Strategies 

 Uses collaborative talk purposively in order to:  
o initiate discussion, elicit responses and qualify statements  
o interpret new information and experiences and fit them into what s/he 

already knows, i.e. connect to personal patterns of understanding and 
value  

o negotiate meaning with peers by questioning and challenging 
different viewpoints  

o seek multiple perspectives on the issue  
o extend understanding of the issue or topic by building on the ideas of 

others  

 Assumes the stance of an interactive and critical listener:  
o questions, supports and defends the ideas of others  
o asks pertinent questions  
o paraphrases another’s position  
o extracts salient points for further elaboration  
o gives feedback at critical points 
o listens to detect values and assumptions in the responses of others  
o exercises critical judgment  

 Uses research and other data-collecting strategies to extend knowledge of the 
topic, e.g. role-play, interviewing 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

Students will be able to: 

– Articulate expectations of the novel informed by analysis of quotes with regards to 
personal knowledge 
– Refine the articulation of these expectations by collaborating with peers through 
discussion  
– Understand the connection between real-life experiences and thematic components 
of a novel 
– Formulate an informed introductory understanding of TKAM based on inquiry and 
collaborative talk  

 



SUBJECT-SPECIFIC 
COMPETENCIES 

Secondary      
Cycle One 

  Competency 1. Uses language/talk to communicate and to learn 

  Competency 2. Reads and listens to written, spoken and media texts 

  Competency 3. Produces texts for personal and social purposes 

Secondary      
Cycle Two 

  Competency 1. Uses language/talk to communicate and to learn 

  Competency 2. Reads and listens to written, spoken and media texts 

  Competency 3. Produces texts for personal and social purposes 

  Competency 4. Writes a variety of genres for personal and social purposes 

CROSS-CURRICULAR 
COMPETENCIES 

  Competency 1. Uses information 

  Competency 2. Solves problems 

  Competency 3. Exercises critical judgment 

  Competency 4. Uses creativity 

  Competency 5. Adopts effective work methods 

  Competency 6. Uses ICT 

  Competency 7. Achieves his/her potential 

  Competency 8. Cooperates with others 

  Competency 9. Communicates appropriately 

BROAD AREA                        
OF LEARNING 

  Health and Well-Being 

  Personal and           
Career Planning 

  Environmental Awareness / 
Consumer Rights and 
Responsibilities 

 

  Media Literacy 

  Citizenship and  
          Community Life 

 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMPETENCIES 

  Competency 1. To act as a professional 
inheritor, critic and interpreter of knowledge or 
culture when teaching students. 
 

  Competency 2. To communicate clearly 
in the language of instruction, both orally and in 
writing using correct grammar, in various 
contexts related to teaching.  
 

  Competency 3. To develop 
teaching/learning situations that are 
appropriate to the students concerned and the 
subject content with a view to developing the 
competencies targeted in the program of study. 

  Competency 4. To pilot teaching/learning 
situations that are appropriate to the students 
concerned and to the subject content with a 
view to developing the competencies targeted 
in the program study. 

  Competency 5. To evaluate student 
progress in learning the subject content and 
mastering the related competencies. 
 

  Competency 6. To plan, organize and 
supervise a class in such a way as to promote 
students’ learning and social development. 
 

  Competency 7. To adapt his or her 
teaching to the needs and characteristics of 
students with learning disabilities, social 
maladjustment or handicaps.   

 

  Competency 8. To integrate information 
and communications technologies (ICT) in the 
preparation and delivery of teaching/learning 
activities and for instructional management and 
professional development purposes. 

  Competency 9. To cooperate with school 
staff, parents, partners in the community, and 
students in pursuing the educational objectives 
of the school. 

  Competency 10. To cooperate with 
members of the teaching team in carrying out 
tasks involving the development and evaluation 
of the competencies targeted in the programs 
of study, taking into account the students 
concerned.  

  Competency 11. To engage in 
professional development individually and with 
others. 

  Competency 12. To demonstrate ethical 
and responsible professional behaviour in the 
performance of his or her duties. 

 



 

CLASS PERIOD    
& DURATION 

LESSON PLAN 

# Min. for Activity 

 

5 Minutes 

 
 
5 Minutes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15 Minutes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15 Minutes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10 Minutes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15 Minutes 
 
 
 
 

LEARNING ACTIVITY 1:  Tea Party 

Introduction/Warm-Up 

Attendance 

Hook – TKAM – Expectations/ 

 I will ask students “How many people here have read TKAM? How many have heard of 
the novel? Any thoughts on it? Can anybody tell me what it’s about?” 

o Student responses will be very minimal. I will write down replies on the board. 
This list will be compared later on to the list of assumptions students will come 
up with in the next activity.  

 

Development #1 – Tea Party + Characters/Theme 

Each group will have 1 envelope – enclosed with 2 random quotes from TKAM – to be shared 
by students of the group. Students will split into pairs/trios and attempt to identify possible 
themes/topics/meanings of the quote.(1 pair/trio – 1 quote)   

 Students will be given no information of the novel. This activity will allow students to 
pitch their ideas/opinions/guesses on the novel and correspondingly link quotations to 
bigger themes/ideas in a pressure-free environment without having to worry about 
whether it is correct or not. Students will also be reminded that they are expected to 
present at the end. 

 Guiding questions will be provided on the PowerPoint slide: 
o What big idea/topic/issue do you think this quote could touch upon? 
o Think literary devices – could this quote be an example of a particular device? 

Mood? Foreshadowing? Symbolism? 
o How do you personally feel about this quote? Do you agree/disagree with the 

message it suggests? Can you relate to a personal experience that reminds you 
of this quote?   

 As the pairs/trios finish analysing, students will then walk around class and interact with 
other pairs/trios. Using other peoples’ quotes, students will attempt to build a greater 
understanding of their assigned quote. 

o At the end of this, one representative from each pair/trio will present to the class 
what they thought this quote meant.  

o As students present, I will write their assumptions/interpretations on the board. 
Since some students may provide ambiguous/incomplete explanations, I will 
provide prompts/questions to guide them in their explanations.  

o Once all students have presented, I will provide an overall summary of the 
class’ ideas.  

 To get a sense of how accurate students were, I will provide brief introductory 
explanations to the major characters and themes of TKAM. As I run through these 
points, I will ask if the class feels like they were accurate in some of their predictions. 

o Students will be able to see what themes are prevalent in TKAM/what conflicts 
the characters may face – this will allow them to compare their assumptions and 
see how accurate they were. 

Development #2 – Interview 

After this, students will listen to a 10-minute audio recording of Harper Lee’s sole interview. A 
transcript will be provided to ensure differentiation.  

 Connect interview to novel – ask questions: 
o Why do you think she didn’t publish another novel until her death?  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15 Minutes 

o What kind of person do you think she was? 
o Do you see similarities between her life and the world of TKAM? 
o Do you think some of the topics of TKAM were inspired by her real life 

experiences?  

Closure/Wrap-Up 

Remind students vocabulary is for homework. Remaining class time will be given to complete 
homework. 

 

Extension/What’s Next? 

With this lesson, students will have a basic understanding of what to expect in TKAM. Next 
class, the class will collectively start on reading the first chapter of the novel. Vocabulary 
homework will also be due.   

 

Multi-level Modifications 

Many students express discomfort/confusion when listening to the class speakers due to its poor 
sound quality. Some students prefer having a visual guide when listening to audio recordings. 
As a result, a transcript of the interview will be provided – with definitions of complex words – in 
order to ensure that all students can follow through the interview.  

 

APPENDIX  

 
Interview Transcript – 24 Copies  
12 Envelopes 
12 Printed Quotations from TKAM 
Vocabulary Homework – 24 Copies  


